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Der Nobelpreis in Physik

- Der Nobelpreis in Physik wurde 106 mal an 194 Preisträger verliehen

- John Bardeen erhielt diesen als einziger mehrfach (1956 / 1972) für seine Arbeiten zum Tranninstor-Effekt und Supraleitung

- Sehr begrenzter Personenkreis kann Nominierungen aussprechen (u.a. vorherige Preisträger)
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2013 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2013 was awarded jointly to James E. Rothman, Randy W. Schekman and Thomas C. Südhof “for their discoveries of a machinery regulating vesicle traffic, a major transport system in our cells”.

More about the 2013 Medicine Prize

Videos from the Prize announcement

LIVE Webcast on Nobelprize.org!

Watch the Nobel Prize announcements live! Nobelprize.org provides
- press conferences from the Nobel Prize awarding institutions
- exclusive interviews with members of the Nobel Committee

You can also watch the live webcast at Nobelprize.org’s YouTube channel.

Join the discussions at #NobelPrize and #NobelPeacePrize.

Announcements of the 2013 Nobel Prizes

Physiology or Medicine
Announced Monday 7 October

Physics:
Tuesday 8 October, 11:45 am CET at the earliest

Chemistry:
Wednesday 9 October, 11:45 am CET at the earliest

Literature:
Thursday 10 October, 11:00 p.m. CET

Peace:
Friday, 11 October, 11:00 a.m. CET

Economic Sciences:
Monday, 14 October, 1:00 p.m. CET at the earliest

Contact | Press | Sitemap | FAQ | Terms

Copyright © Nobel Media AB 2013

Follow us: x | twitter | facebook
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European Physical Society
Nobelpreis in Physik

Wann: 8. Oktober 10:45 Uhr c.t.
Wo? Newtonraum, Uni Mainz

Die YMS Mainz lädt zu einem schwedischen Frühstück ein, um zusammen die Bekanntgabe via Live-Stream zu verfolgen!
Es gibt Brötchen und für die ersten 30 Besucher gibt es sogar eine Zimtschnecke obendrauf!
Gerne darf jeder auch etwas zum Frühstück beisteuern.

... Personal contacts
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Preparations

- ✔ Room reservation
- ✔ Announcement via ...
  ... Mailing list
  ... Mail to all working groups in department (provided by head of institute)
  ... Advertisement poster
  ... Personal contacts
- ✔ Buy food and coffee
- ✔ Prepare presentation
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- Invitation to all working groups: Who should win from your field of research?
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No plans of repeating breakfast
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Dedicated section meeting for freshmen
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Freshmen not suitable for recruiting
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"Excursion": Ice skating

DPG Giving our opinion about EPS-DPG agreement
That's all folks!
Questions?